
IF A MATRIX HAS ONLY A SINGLE EIGENVALUEHOW SENSITIVE IS THIS EIGENVALUE?GRACE E. CHO� AND ILSE C.F. IPSENyAbstract. For matrices with a single eigenvalue we analyse the sensitivity of the eigenvalue toperturbations in the matrix. We derive a closed form result that is similar in spirit to an analyticalresult by Lidskii; improve a bound by Henrici; and express the resolvent norm in terms of thenonnormal part N of a Schur decomposition. In particular we show that the resolvent norm canincrease as a power of kNk, independent of the eigenvalue error.Key words. eigenvalue, defectiveness, nonnormality, Jordan decomposition, Schur decomposi-tion, resolventAMS subject classi�cation. 15A18, 15A42, 15A60, 65F15, 65F351. Introduction. We study the eigenvalue sensitivity of a complex square ma-trix A that has only a single eigenvalue �.Why do we restrict ourselves to this simple class of matrices? First, we wantto exclude the possibility of coupling among di�erent eigenvalues [3, x10]. We canonly deal with coupling once we understand how an eigenvalue behaves on its own,without interference from other eigenvalues. Second, we wanted to �nd a closed formperturbation bound that has the same spirit as an analytical perturbation result byLidskii [16], which is presented for matrices with a single eigenvalue. Lidskii's resultwas brought to public attention by Moro, Burke and Overton [19].A matrix with a single eigenvalue has a Jordan decomposition A = XJX�1,where all diagonal elements of J are equal to �. Two factors are usually blamed forthe sensitivity of � to perturbations in A, the defectiveness of � [6, p 259] and thesize of the Jordan condition number kXk kX�1k [17, 22].1.1. Motivation. The following well-known example [20, x3.1] illustrates thatdefectiveness can make an eigenvalue extremely sensitive to perturbations.Let J0 be a Jordan block of order n and J0 +E be a perturbation,J0 = 0BBB@� 1. . . . . .. . . 1�1CCCA ; J0 +E = 0BBB@� 1. . . . . .. . . 1� �1CCCA ;where 0 < � < 1. The perturbation in any eigenvalue � of J0 +E equalsj�� �j = �1=n:One can change the situation slightly and replace all the ones on the superdiagonal�Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, P. O. Box 8205, Raleigh, NC27695-8205, USA (ehcho@eos.ncsu.edu).yCenter for Research in Scienti�c Computation, Department of Mathematics, North CarolinaState University, P. O. Box 8205, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205, USA (ipsen@math.ncsu.edu). Thisresearch was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9400921.1



of J0 by �, where � > 0:A = 0BBB@� �. . . . . .. . . ��1CCCA ; A+E = 0BBB@� �. . . . . .. . . �� �1CCCA :Now the perturbation in any eigenvalue � of A+E equalsj�� �j = (�n�1 �)1=n:If � � � then j�� �j � �:This means for small enough superdiagonal elements the eigenvalue perturbation isbounded by the norm of the perturbation matrix. Therefore the eigenvalue � isinsensitive to these particular perturbations although it is maximally defective.Although A is not a Jordan matrix, it is diagonally similar to one. That is,A = XJ0X�1 whereX = 0BB@ 1 1=� . . . 1=�n�11CCA ; 0 < � � 1:One could argue, as Wilkinson does [25, x1.8], that the ones on the superdiagonal of aJordan matrix have no special signi�cance and could be replaced with arbitrary non-zero elements via a diagonal similarity, which is how we got from J0 to A. Howeversuch a similarity can severely a�ect the sensitivity of the eigenvalues. The eigenvaluesof J0 are highly sensitivity while those of A for � � � are insensitive. The Jordancondition number kXkkX�1k = 1=�n�1 does not recognise this. As � becomes smallerthe eigenvalue becomes less sensitive to perturbations while the Jordan conditionnumber goes to in�nity. Already Wilkinson1 was aware of this [25, x2.26], and asimilar example for diagonalisable matrices appears in [18, x1]. Therefore the Jordancondition number can severely overestimate the eigenvalue sensitivity. The culprit isthe discontinuity of the Jordan decomposition.In e�ect, the above diagonal similarity transformation amounts to changing thedeparture of the matrix from normality. The departure of J0 from normality (in thetwo-norm) is equal to one, while for A with � � � it is �. The much smaller departurefrom normality of A results in reduced eigenvalue sensitivity. This example motivatedus to use a Schur decomposition, instead of a Jordan decomposition, and to estimatethe eigenvalue perturbation in terms of non-normality. A similar approach is pursuedin [2].1.2. Overview. In x2 we review the traditional error bounds for eigenvaluesbased on a Jordan decomposition, as well as Lidskii's result which is a power seriesexpansion of the eigenvalue error. In x3 we derive a closed form bound that is similarin spirit to an analytical result by Lidskii. In x4 we extend this bound, and in x51We thank Pete Stewart for bringing this to our attention.2



we derive from this extension a tighter version of a bound by Henrici (for the specialcase of matrices with a single eigenvalue). In x6 we show that eigenvalues of weaklynon-normal matrices are insensitive to perturbations. In x7 we express the resolventnorm in terms of the non-normal part and show that the resolvent norm can increaseas a power of the non-normality. We conclude with a summary in x8.1.3. Notation. The identity matrix of order n isI = ( e1 : : : en )with columns ei. The norm is the two-norm kxk � px�x, where the superscript �denotes the conjugate transpose.2. Existing Results. We briey review existing perturbation results based ona Jordan decomposition.Let A be a matrix with a single eigenvalue �, and � be an eigenvalue of theperturbed matrix A+E. Let A = XJX�1 be a Jordan decomposition of A where alldiagonal elements of J are equal to �, and s is the index of �, that is the order of alargest Jordan block in J .The following bound [15, Theorem 2], [23, Theorem IV.1.12] extends the Bauer-Fike Theorem for diagonalisable matrices [1, Theorem IIIa] to defective matrices,j�� �js1 + j�� �j+ : : :+ j�� �js�1 � kX�1EXk:(2.1)The bound suggests that the sensitivity of an eigenvalue increases with the Jordancondition number kXkkX�1k and the size s of a largest Jordan block. Slightly weakerbounds appear in [4, Proposition 1.12.4] and [14, Theorem 8].Lidskii's analytical perturbation result [16, Theorem 1] is a �ne-tuned versionof bounds like (2.1). It suggests that, to �rst order, it is only eigenvectors thatdetermine the sensitivity of an eigenvalue; no generalised eigenvectors of higher gradeare involved. We state Lidskii's result only for matrices A that are similar to a Jordanblock. Let A be a matrix of order n with A = XJ0X�1, whereJ0 = 0BBB@� 1. . . . . .. . . 1�1CCCA :Distinguish the �rst column of X and the last row of X�1,x � Xe1; y� � eTnX�1;which are respective right and left eigenvectors of A. Then [16, Theorem 1]j�� �j = jy�Exj1=n + o�kEk1=n� :For instance, consider a Jordan block J0 of order n, where x = e1 and y = en,and perturb element (n; 1) of J0 by �, as in x1.1. Application of Lidskii's result givesy�Ex = � and the (correct) �rst order termj�� �j = �1=n + o(�1=n):3



3. A Result Similar in Spirit to Lidskii's. We derive an expression for theeigenvalue error that involves only eigenvectors, but no generalised eigenvectors. Incontrast to Lidskii's result our's is not a power series expansion.We need a unit-norm eigenvector z of �,(A+E)z = �z; kzk = 1;with residual r � (A� �I)z = �Ez:Theorem 3.1. Let A have a single eigenvalue �, and let P be the orthogonalprojector onto the left eigenspace of A. Thenj�� �j kPzk = kPrk:Proof. Since the columns of the orthogonal projector P are left eigenvectors,r = (A� �I)z implies Pr = P (A� �I)z = (� � �)Pz:Theorem 3.1 shows that the eigenvalue perturbation can be expressed in terms ofleft eigenvectors of A. No generalised eigenvectors enter the picture. Since the projec-tor onto the left eigenspace is orthogonal, the eigenvalue perturbation is independentof the conditioning of the eigenbasis.Theorem 3.1 leads to a useful bound when Pz 6= 0, that is, when the perturbedeigenvector has a contribution in the left eigenspace of A.Corollary 3.2. If Pz 6= 0 in Theorem 3.1 thenj�� �j � krkkPzk :The ampli�cation factor 1=kPzk in Corollary 3.2 bounds the sensitivity of theeigenvalue � to perturbations. The following example illustrates that Corollary 3.2can be tight.Let J0 and J0 + E be as in x1.1. Then J0 + E has a perturbed eigenvalue� = �+ �1=n with unnormalised eigenvectorz � 0BBBB@ 1�1=n�2=n...�(n�1)=n1CCCCA :The orthogonal projector onto the left eigenspace of J0 is P = eneTn . HencePz = 0BB@ 0...0�(n�1)=n1CCA ; r = 0BB@ 0...0��1CCA :4



This implies krkkPzk = �1=n;and the bound Corollary 3.2 is equal to the eigenvalue error.j�� �j � krk:Our numerical experiments have indicated that Corollary 3.2 can be very pes-simistic. That's because it uses only a small part of the perturbed eigenvector, namelythe part in the unperturbed left eigenspace (note that the equality in Theorem 3.1 cano�set a small kPzk by a much smaller kPrk, thereby producing a reasonably smalleigenvalue error). In the next section we use more information in z to obtain a tighterbound.4. Extension. We derive an expression for the eigenvalue error that gives usefulinformation for any perturbed eigenvector, even if it has only little contribution inthe left eigenspace. This expression represents an extension of Theorem 3.1.We switch from Jordan to Schur decomposition. Let A = Q(�I � N)Q� be aSchur decomposition of A, where Q is unitary and N is nilpotent. Although N isnot uniquely determined, its Frobenius norm kNkF is [11, x1.2]. Here we choosea particular Schur decomposition that reects the Jordan structure of A [10, x10],[13, 21]. Let s be the index of �. Then one can �nd Q and N such that �I � N isblock upper triangular of order s,�I �N = 0BBB@�I1 � : : : ��I2 .... . . ��Is1CCCA :(4.1)Here Ik is the identity matrix of order nk, where nk is the number of linearly indepen-dent generalised eigenvectors of A of grade s�k+1. For instance, ns is the geometricmultiplicity of �; and ns�1 is the number of linearly independent eigenvectors of grade2. In the special case when A is nondefective (semisimple) s = 1 and A = �I ; andwhen A is maximally defective (nonderogatory) s = n and nk = 1 for 1 � k � n.Partition Q conformally with �I �N ,Q = (Q1 : : : Qs )where Qk is n � nk. The columns of Qs�k+1 are an orthonormal basis for the gen-eralised left eigenspace of grade k. For instance, the columns of Qs represent anorthonormal basis for the left eigenspace of A. The orthogonal projector onto theinvariant subspace consisting of the generalised left eigenspaces of grades 1 throughk is Pk � (Qs�k+1 : : : Qs ) (Qs�k+1 : : : Qs )� :For instance, P in Theorem 3.1 is here P1, the orthogonal projector onto the lefteigenspace, while Ps is the identity matrix.5



Theorem 4.1. Let A have a single eigenvalue � with index s, and let � and zbe a perturbed eigenpair with Az = �z + r. If Pk is the orthogonal projector onto thegeneralised left eigenspaces of grades 1 through k then(�� �)k Pkz = PkQ k�1Xi=0(�� �)k�1�iN i!Q�r; 1 � k � s:Proof. Partitioning the identity matrix conformally with �I �N gives as its kthblock column Uk � 0BBBBB@ 0...Ik...0
1CCCCCA ; 1 � k � s;where Ik is the identity matrix of order nk. Below we use the fact that Qk = QUkand PkQ = (Qs�k+1 : : : Qs ) (Us�k+1 : : : Us )� :(4.2)Write the residual in terms of the Schur decomposition (4.1)Q�r = ((�� �)I �N)Q�z;(4.3)and distinguish the two cases � = � and � 6= �.When � = �, the left-hand side of Theorem 4.1 is zero. To determine the valueof the right-hand side note that (4.3) implies Q�r = �NQ�z. Substituting this in theright-hand side of Theorem 4.1 givesPkQNk�1Q�r = �PkQNkQ�z= � (Qs�k+1 : : : Qs ) (Us�k+1 : : : Us )�Nk Q�z;where the second equality follows from (4.2). Since Nk has a zero block diagonal andk � 1 zero block superdiagonals, U�s�j+1Nk = 0 for 1 � j � k. Hence the right-handside of Theorem 4.1 is zero and the theorem holds for � = �.When � 6= � then (� � �)I � N in (4.3) is non-singular, and [9, Lemma 2.3.3]implies Q�z = ((�� �)I �N)�1 Q�r = 1Xi=0 1(�� �)i+1N i Q�r:Multiplying by U�s�j+1 givesQ�s�j+1z = j�1Xi=0 1(�� �)i+1U�s�j+1N i Q�r; 1 � j � k;since, as above, U�s�j+1N i = 0 for i � j. Pull U�s�j+1 in front and include a few morezero terms in the sum,Q�s�j+1z = U�s�j+1 k�1Xi=0 1(�� �)i+1N i Q�r; 1 � j � k:6



Now stack the k parts on top of each other,0B@Q�s�k+1...Q�s 1CA z = 0B@U�s�k+1...U�s 1CA k�1Xi=0 (� � �)�i�1N i Q�r:Finally, multiply both sides by (�� �)k (Qs�k+1 : : : Qs ) and apply (4.2).Therefore, projecting the perturbed eigenvector onto eigenspaces of higher gradesleads to an expression for a power of the eigenvalue error. The power of the error in-creases with the grades of the eigenspaces. Likewise the powers of the non-normal partN on the right-hand side in Theorem 4.1 increase with the grades of the eigenspaces.When A is a normal matrix with a single eigenvalue Theorem 4.1 shows that theeigenvalue error is equal to the residual norm,j�� �j = krk;(4.4)because N = 0, s = 1, and P1 = I .In the special case when k = 1 Theorem 4.1 reduces to Theorem 3.1. The expres-sion below shows what happens when k = s.Corollary 4.2. If A has a single eigenvalue with index s thenj�� �js =  s�1Xi=0(� � �)s�1�iN i!Q�r :Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 with k = s and use the fact that Ps = I and kzk = 1.The proofs of [11, Theorem 4] and [23, Theorem IV.1.9] contain statements thatimply Corollary 4.2 immediately.Corollary 4.2 suggests that an eigenvalue with small index s can be sensitive toperturbations if the elements of N are large in magnitude. The following exampleillustrates this. Let A = �I � N be of order n with N = �e1eT2 and � > 0. SinceN2 = 0 the index of � is s = 2. Let E = �e2eT1 and � > 0. Then the error in theeigenvalues � of A+E is j�� �j = p� �:The sensitivity of � increases as � ! 1. Therefore a matrix of order n can have aneigenvalue of index 2 that is arbitrarily sensitive to perturbations.5. Improvement of Henrici's Bound. Corollary 4.2 immediately leads to animprovement of Henrici's bound in the special case of matrices with a single eigenvalue.Corollary 5.1. If A has a single eigenvalue � with index s thenj�� �jskNs�1k+ j�� �j kNs�2k+ : : :+ j�� �js�1 � krk:Corollary 5.1 implies a bound for the special case of matrices with a single eigen-value which Henrici derived for general square matrices and a larger class of norms [11,Theorem 4]. Below is Stewart and Sun's formulation of Henrici's bound [23, TheoremIV.1.9]. If � � j�� �j=kNk then �n1 + � + : : :+ �n�1 � kEkkNk :7



Similar bounds by Elsner [7, Theorem 4], [8, Theorem 4.1] and Veseli�c [18, x2]are also expressed in terms of N . Like Henrici's bound they do not provide a smoothtransition between normal and non-normal matrices. The bounds in [9, Theorem7.2.3] and [5] provide a smooth transition but they are weaker.When A is a Jordan block Corollary 5.1 implies the extended Bauer-Fike theorem(2.1). Although, like (2.1), Corollary 5.1 depends on the size s of a largest Jordanblock, the non-normality can mitigate this dependence. Suppose that the non-normalpart N is small, e.g. kNk � � < 1. Then kN ik � � for all i, and the left side inCorollary 5.1 is at least j�� �js�(j�� �j+ : : :+ j�� �js�2) + j�� �js�1 :The smaller � the closer we are to bounding the quantity we are really interested in,namely j� � �j. If � is so tiny that the term containing � becomes negligible thenCorollary 5.1 bounds essentially the eigenvalue error j� � �j proper rather than apower of the error. Therefore a small non-normal part dampens the impact of theindex on the eigenvalue sensitivity (this is con�rmed in x6).On the other extreme, suppose that the powers of the non-normal part N arelarge. Then the large kN ik drag the left-hand side in Corollary 5.1 even further awayfrom the quantity we really want to bound, namely j� � �j. Therefore a large non-normal part can amplify the impact of the index on the eigenvalue sensitivity. Theexample in x1.1 with � � 1 illustrates this.6. Weakly Non-normal Matrices. We call a matrix weakly non-normal if itsnon-normal part N is on the order of machine precision. We show that eigenvalues ofweakly non-normal matrices are as insensitive as eigenvalues of normal matrices.The following bound was already derived for general square matrices in [7, The-orem 3].Theorem 6.1. If A has a single eigenvalue thenj�� �j � krk+ kNk:Proof. Using a Schur decomposition in the residual givesr = Az � �z = (�� �)z �QNQ�z;so (�� �)z = r +QNQ�z.If the matrix is weakly non-normal so that kNk = O(�mach), where �mach is themachine precision, then j�� �j � krk+O(�mach):Hence the eigenvalue error is not much larger than the residual norm. This implies thatthe eigenvalues of a weakly non-normal matrix are no more sensitive to perturbationsthan the eigenvalues of a normal matrix.For instance, consider the matrix A from x1.1, now with � = �,A = 0BBB@� �. . . . . .. . . ��1CCCA ;8



and assume that E is an arbitrary perturbation with kEk = �. Theorem 6.1 boundsthe error in any eigenvalue � of A+E byj�� �j � 2�:Therefore a highly defective eigenvalue with a large Jordan condition number can beinsensitive to perturbations.7. The Resolvent. For normal matrices with a single eigenvalue the eigenvalueerror is always equal to the residual norm, see (4.4). Unfortunately this is not truefor non-normal matrices. We show that the resolvent norm of a non-normal matrixcan increase as a power of the non-normality. But the inverse of the resolvent normis the smallest possible residual norm. Hence the smallest possible residual norm candecrease as a power of the non-normality, independent of the eigenvalue error.Given a matrix A and a number �, the norm of the smallest possible residualassociated with � is the inverse of the resolvent norm [10, x15], [12, x2.4], [24, x2]. Inour case this means, if A has a single eigenvalue � and � 6= �, thatminkzk=1 k(A� �I)zk = 1k(A� �I)�1k :Now express the the resolvent norm in terms of the non-normal part N of a Schurdecomposition and use the fact that the index of nilpotency of N is equal to the indexof �. To see this let A = Q(�I �N)Q� be a Schur decomposition, and let s be theindex of �. Then (A� �I)s�1 6= 0; (A� �I)s = 0;if and only if s is the smallest number such that Ns = 0.Theorem 7.1. Let A be a matrix with a single eigenvalue � and let � 6= �. Thenk(A� �I)�1k = 1j�� �js k s�1Xi=0(�� �)s�1�iN ik;where s is the index of �.Proof. First use a Schur decomposition,A� �I = (� � �)I �QNQ� = (� � �)(I � eN);where eN � 1���QNQ�. Then use the fact that the index of nilpotency of eN is s,(A� �I)�1 = 1(�� �) (I � eN)�1 = 1(�� �) s�1Xi=0 eN i:Hence k(A� �I)�1k = 1j�� �js k s�1Xi=0(�� �)s�1�iN ik:There are two cases when the resolvent norm is large. In the good case thedenominator in Theorem 7.1 is small, which means that the perturbed eigenvalue is a9



good approximation to �. In the bad case the numerator is large, which means thatN has large elements and possibly that s is large. For the residual this implies thata residual norm signi�cantly smaller than machine precision is a sign that the matrixis highly non-normal. For instance, one iteration of inverse iteration often producesan abnormally small residual [12, x5.4]. In this case we cannot conclude that thecomputed eigenvalue and eigenvector are accurate, we can only conclude that thematrix is highly non-normal.The following example [12, x5.4] illustrates that the resolvent norm can increaseas a power of the nonnormality { independent of the eigenvalue error. Consider againa matrix A like the one in x1.1 but now with �� on the o�-diagonal, where � > 0 and�� � > 0. ThenA� �I = (�� �)0BB@ 1 ��=(�� �). . . . . .1 ��=(�� �)1 1CCA ;and (A� �I)�1 is equal to1(�� �)n 0BB@ (�� �)n�1 (�� �)n�2� : : : �n�1. . . . . . ...(�� �)n�1 (�� �)n�2�(�� �)n�1 1CCA :Because k(A � �I)�1k is bounded below by the magnitude of its (1; n) element, weget a lower bound for the resolvent normk(A� �I)�1k � �n�1j�� �jn :In this example the resolvent norm increases as a power of kNk as kNk ! 1, in-dependent of the eigenvalue error j� � �j, while the minimal possible residual normdecreases as a power of kNk.8. Summary. For matrices with a single eigenvalue we have analysed the sensi-tivity of the eigenvalue to perturbations in the matrix.First we derived an expression for the eigenvalue error that consists of projectionsonto the left eigenspace; no generalised eigenspaces of higher grade are involved. Thisexpression for the eigenvalue error does not depend on the conditioning of the lefteigenbasis.We extended this result by deriving an expression for the kth power of the eigen-value error that involves a projection onto an eigenspaces of grade 1 through k, aswell as powers of the non-normal part N in a Schur decomposition. We illustratedthat an eigenvalue with small index can be highly sensitive to perturbations whenkNk is large. Vice versa, a highly defective eigenvalue is insensitive if kNk is small.From this more general expression for the eigenvalue error we derived a tighterversion (for the special case of matrices with a single eigenvalue) of a bound by Henrici.The bound suggests that a small non-normality kNk dampens the impact of the indexon eigenvalue sensitivity, while a large kNk can amplify the impact of the index onthe eigenvalue sensitivity. 10
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